Introduction {#s1}
============

The circadian system is organized into a hierarchical network of structures that are responsible for the generation of circadian rhythms and their synchronization to environmental factors. This system includes a central pacemaker (the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus, SCN), several peripheral clocks, inputs and outputs, SCN pathways and the connections between them [@pone.0061142-Buijs1], [@pone.0061142-Stratmann1].

Certain circadian outputs, known as circadian marker rhythms, are being used to assess the overall status of the circadian system. These marker rhythms are variables that can be used to characterize the timing of the internal temporal order. To be considered a circadian marker rhythm, the variable must be easily measurable over long periods of time, preferably using non-invasive methods. To date, the most widely used marker rhythms are core body temperature (CBT), and plasma or salivary melatonin [@pone.0061142-VanSomeren1], [@pone.0061142-Mormont1].

The circadian rhythm of CBT is determined by changes in heat production and heat loss [@pone.0061142-Kruchi1], which is delayed with respect to heat gain [@pone.0061142-Aschoff1]. Therefore, distal skin temperature (DST) is very important in the regulation of CBT as evidence has recently suggested. Changes in CBT are preceded by opposite changes in DST or wrist temperature (WT) [@pone.0061142-Gradisar1], [@pone.0061142-Sarabia1]. DST is becoming more widely used because it is less invasive, more comfortable, easy to use and stable under a constant routine as reflected by an increasing body of literature [@pone.0061142-Sarabia1]--[@pone.0061142-Kruchi2]. However, like CBT, DST is subject to many environmental and physiological influences that mask its rhythms. These include physical activity, body position, light exposure, environmental temperature and sleep [@pone.0061142-Kruchi1], [@pone.0061142-Kruchi2]--[@pone.0061142-Kruchi3].

Both variables (CBT and WT) are the result of two sets of influences: one endogenous, directly driven by the SCN [@pone.0061142-Kruchi3]--[@pone.0061142-Moore1], and the other exogenous, exerting a masking effect and superimposed onto the endogenous factors. Activity and sleep are the masking factors that are most frequently studied [@pone.0061142-Minors1]--[@pone.0061142-Weinert1]. However, other masking factors have been reported to include environmental temperature [@pone.0061142-Wakamura1], body position [@pone.0061142-Kruchi3], environmental light [@pone.0061142-Cajochen1], [@pone.0061142-Scheer1] and even menstrual cycle, which affects mainly CBT, but not DST [@pone.0061142-Shechter1].

Several methods have been described to suppress masking effects on the CBT rhythm. The most widely used method is a protocol that reduces the masking effect by submitting the subjects to a constant routine. Under this routine, sleep is forbidden, and the subject is kept in bed in a semirecumbent body position, with constant mental activity and dividing food and drink into frequent small portions of constant composition, evenly distributed throughout both day and night [@pone.0061142-Duffy1], [@pone.0061142-Mills1]. However, this protocol introduces its own masking effects, as it is stressful, unpleasant and quite unsuitable for repeated assessments [@pone.0061142-Minors1], [@pone.0061142-Weinert1], [@pone.0061142-Rietveld1]. Moreover, these experimental conditions with constant light and temperature produce negative consequences for the subject\'s physiology and are very artificial, as people tend to live according to rhythmic conditions [@pone.0061142-Reiter1]. Another disadvantage of this protocol is that it does not provide information about the effects of the environment on circadian rhythms [@pone.0061142-Weinert1]. A second method used to obtain the endogenous timing is forced desynchronization. In this case, subjects are exposed to 20-h or 28-h days, which are beyond entrainment limits. As a result, the circadian system reveals its endogenous timing, with similar results for both conditions (20-h and 28-h days) [@pone.0061142-Czeisler1]. However, this method fails to show the organism\'s internal timing under normal living conditions (24-h day).

To eliminate masking effects in free-living subjects, most authors use mathematical tools. The first method developed is referred to as purification by categories, and it has mainly been applied to activity and heart rate. According to this method, CBT values are classified by activity levels, which are divided into categories and then used to analyze CBT data. The advantage of this approach is that by selecting temperature values corresponding to the lowest categories, researchers can simulate a "constant routine" approach to compensate for these masking factors [@pone.0061142-Minors1], [@pone.0061142-Waterhouse2], [@pone.0061142-Minors2], [@pone.0061142-Weinert2].

A second mathematical procedure to eliminate masking under free-living conditions is a method called purification by intercepts, or its more complicated version ANCOVA [@pone.0061142-Waterhouse3]. This method uses a regression analysis to calculate the core temperature that would correspond to zero activity or a low heart rate for each time bin, obtaining an approximate "constant routine" temperature curve [@pone.0061142-Waterhouse3], [@pone.0061142-Weinert3].

Although some authors did not achieve good results when applying demasking techniques in forced desynchrony protocols [@pone.0061142-Klerman1], it is a reliable option to obtain the endogenous pattern under normal free-living conditions [@pone.0061142-Waterhouse2], [@pone.0061142-Waterhouse3]. These methodologies have been tested to unmask the core body temperature rhythm, and the results obtained from each method are quite similar [@pone.0061142-Waterhouse2]. Moreover, the data purified by mathematical procedures and the "constant routine" protocol yield similar results [@pone.0061142-Waterhouse4]. However, to date, these procedures have not been applied to unmask variables other than CBT.

In light of the fact that the DST rhythm is subject to several environmental and behavioral masking effects, and since an increasing number of papers are focused on DST, the aim of this work was to obtain, for the first time, the endogenous circadian pattern of this rhythm by mathematical procedures for simultaneously removing the masking effects of light exposure, environmental temperature, sleep, activity and body position and to determine the influence of these masking variables on the WT rhythm.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Subjects {#s2a}
--------

For the present study, 103 undergraduate student volunteers (48 men and 55 women, 18--24 years old) residing in Murcia, Spain (latitude 38° 01′ N) were recruited. All the recordings were made in November. The overall mean (±SEM) environmental temperature was 16.3±0.5°C and the natural photoperiod was between sunrise at 07:28--07:49 and sunset at 17:51--18:09 (Data obtained from the University of Murcia weather station [@pone.0061142-Weather1]). Participants were instructed to complete a sleep diary designed by the Chronobiology Lab at the University of Murcia and were encouraged to maintain their habitual life style. The diary compiled information regarding sleep periods, time the subject went to bed and the time he or she got up. The chronotype of all participants was assessed using the morningness-eveningness questionnaire [@pone.0061142-Horne1].

The study abides by the bioethical principles set out by the Declaration of Helsinki. Data from the volunteers were included in a database and were protected according to Spanish Law 15/1999 from 13 September. All participants received the appropriate information about the characteristics of the study and signed an informed consent form before their inclusion in the study [@pone.0061142-Portaluppi1]. The study was approved by the Ethical Review Committee from the University of Murcia. No research was conducted outside our country of residence.

Wrist temperature measurement {#s2b}
-----------------------------

All subjects wore a Thermochron iButton DS1921H (Maxim Integrated Products, Sunnyvale, California, USA) that measured their wrist skin temperature with a precision of ±0.125°C. This temperature sensor was placed on the wrist of the non-dominant hand over the radial artery and isolated from the environmental temperature by a double-sided cotton sport wrist band, as previously described [@pone.0061142-Sarabia1], [@pone.0061142-OrtizTudela1], [@pone.0061142-MartinezNicolas1]. Temperature sensors were programmed to sample every 10 minutes over the course of an entire week.

Body position and activity monitoring {#s2c}
-------------------------------------

Body position and activity rhythms were assessed every 30 seconds using a HOBO Pendant G Acceleration Data Logger UA-004-64 actimeter (Onset Computer, Bourne, Massachusetts, USA) positioned on the non-dominant arm by means of a sport band. These data were then averaged for 10-minute intervals, allowing for WT comparisons. The manufacturing specifications and the method used to obtain these variables have already been described in a previous work [@pone.0061142-OrtizTudela1]. Activity was measured as the rate of change in degrees per minute, and body position was calculated as the angle between the axis of the acelerometer parallel to the humerous bone and the horizontal plane.

Environmental temperature and light exposure recording {#s2d}
------------------------------------------------------

In addition, all subjects were required to wear a HOBO Pendant Temperature/Light Data Logger UA-002-64 (Onset Computer, Bourne, Massachusetts, USA) on a necklace close to eye level during waketime and to put it on the bedside table during the sleep time to record environmental temperature and light exposure. Manufacturing specifications, memory, spectrum and accuracy were as described in a previous work [@pone.0061142-MartinezNicolas1]. This device records light intensity at regular intervals that have been previously programmed (in this experiment, every 30 seconds). These data were also averaged over 10-minute intervals to obtain the same sampling frequency as for WT.

Data analysis {#s2e}
-------------

WT data were filtered in order to eliminate artifacts such as those produced by temporarily removing the temperature sensor. To that end, the interquartile distance (from Q1 to Q4) was calculated and each datum whose rate of change with respect to the previous value was higher than the interquartile distance was eliminated [@pone.0061142-Sarabia1], [@pone.0061142-VanMarkenLichtenbelt1]. Sleep-wake information was converted into binary values by assigning a value of 1 when the subjects declared they were asleep and 0 when awake, as has been previously described. Sleep probability indicates the percentage of individuals asleep at any given time, as already described [@pone.0061142-Sarabia1], [@pone.0061142-OrtizTudela1], [@pone.0061142-MartinezNicolas1].

For purposes of comparison, WT was purified for activity by means of two standard methods: categories and intercepts. The first procedure based on categories, as described by Waterhouse et al. [@pone.0061142-Waterhouse2]. To this end, individual activity was divided into terciles, and the values corresponding to the lower activity category (lower tercile of activity for each subject) were averaged for hourly intervals, and then the corresponding synchronous temperature values were used to reconstruct the WT mean rhythm.

The second procedure to demask WT was the purification by intercepts method [@pone.0061142-Weinert2]. This procedure was performed using hourly intervals of activity and its corresponding temperature, which were linearly correlated. The extrapolated temperature associated with zero activity was then assigned to the initial time-point of the hourly interval. The procedure was repeated to account for all 24 hours.

We also propose an extension to the purification by categories method originally reported by Waterhouse et al. [@pone.0061142-Waterhouse2] to determine the masking effect produced on WT by each individual variable. The environmental temperature categories used were cool (12--19°C), warm (19--26°C) and hot (26--33°C). In the case of activity, the categories were low (up to 33% activity for each individual subject, as previously described), medium (from 33% to 66%) and high (above 66%). To categorize body position, three intervals were considered: lying down (0--30°), leaning (30--60°) and standing (60--90°). Light exposure was divided in two categories: dim light (less than 10 lux) and non-dim light (more than 10 lux). Finally, the sleep variable was classified as sleep or wake state. Separate temperature curves for each category and variable (environmental temperature, light exposure, activity, body position and sleep) were obtained. Only those time points that included more than 15 subjects were considered.

To characterize the WT endogenous component under a protocol simulating a "constant routine", we performed a multiple demasking procedure by categories or intercepts, simultaneously considering the masking variables of light exposure, environmental temperature, sleep, activity and body position. For purification by categories, individual WT data were selected to calculate an hourly interval waveform only when the following conditions were met: wake period, dim light (less than 10 lux), warm environmental temperature (19--26°C, a range matching that used in constant routine protocols, according to Graw et al. [@pone.0061142-Graw1] or Jasper et al. [@pone.0061142-Jasper1]), body position between 0 and 30° (according to Cajochen et al. [@pone.0061142-Cajochen2]), and low activity (less than 33%). For the purification by intercepts, we performed a stepwise multiple regression for each subject, for one-hour periods to identify the intercepts for WT rhythm and thus to educe WT values under conditions of wakefulness, recumbent body position, absence of activity, dim light and three different environmental temperatures (15, 20 and 25°C). The equation applied to each of the 24 hour periods for this demasking procedure is as follows:

Where ET: Environmental Temperature; LE: Light Exposure; BP: Body Position; A: Activity; S: Sleep. The polynomial coefficients of each variable are a, b, c, d and e. These coefficients were represented per time point in order to establish the time-dependent influence of each masking variable on WT. In addition, the constant is also represented, and corresponds to the extrapolation to an environmental temperature of 0°C, 0 lux, 0 grades of position, 0 activity and no sleep.

To test whether the demasked WT rhythm allows for detecting differences in circadian phase for human chronotypes, two subgroups of 12 people each (belonging to higher and lower decile) were selected using the Horne-Östberg morningness-eveningness questionnaire [@pone.0061142-Horne1]. A Student\'s t-test was performed to compare morning and evening types, before and after the demasking procedure.

The WT, ET, LE, BP, A and S rhythms were characterized using cosinor analysis. Rhythm parameters estimated from the cosinor procedure included its mesor (24 h rhythm-adjusted mean of the cosine curve fitted to the data), amplitude (difference between the maximum and the cosine calculated mesor) and acrophase (peak of the fitted cosine curve). All data are expressed as a mean with a 95% confidence interval. This inferential statistical method also provides the percent rhythm (%V; percentage of overall variance attributed to the best fitted cosine curve with reference to total variability of experimental data made equal to 100%) and a probability or p value that indicates the statistical significance of the fitness of the cosine curve to the data (rhythm detection level) and it was determined using the integrated package for temporal series analysis "El Temps" (A. Díez-Noguera, Universitat de Barcelona, 1999). The data were processed using Microsoft Office Excel 2007. The remaining data are expressed as mean ± SEM.

Results {#s3}
=======

The mean waveform of all recorded variables is shown in [Figure 1](#pone-0061142-g001){ref-type="fig"}. To facilitate the description of results, when more than 50% of volunteers were asleep, that period was considered the sleep period (01:10 h to 08:00 h), whereas when less than 50% were asleep, this was referred to as the wake period (08:10 h to 01:00 h). As can be observed in [Figure 1A](#pone-0061142-g001){ref-type="fig"}, the light exposure rhythm exhibited minimum mean values (7.95±1.59 lux) from 02:00 to 06:50 h, maximum mean values (162.19±1.12 lux) from 12:00 to 15:50 h, and reached a plateau of 38.02±1.12 lux from 17:00 to 22:50 h. The lowest mean values (20.16±0.32°C) of the environmental temperature rhythm coincided with the sleep period, while the highest mean values (24.08±0.24°C) occurred during the wake period. The minimum values for WT were observed from 20:10 h to 22:10 h ([Figure 1B](#pone-0061142-g001){ref-type="fig"}), coinciding with minimal sleep probability, a period known as the wake maintenance zone (32.48±0.09°C and 0.34±0.19% for WT and sleep probability, respectively). Both variables showed the highest values (82.22±1.90% for sleep probability and 34.54±0.07°C for WT) during the sleep period. In addition, a secondary peak in sleep probability (9.04±1.45%) was obtained at the postprandial time (15:00 to 17:50 h), with a slightly delayed (16:00 h to 18:50 h) increase in WT (32.90±0.09°C). As expected, activity and body position showed low, stable values during the sleep period (22.85±0.74°/min and 20.77±0.93°, respectively) and higher, more variable values (66.62±1.04°/minute and 46.56±1.04°, respectively) during the wake period. Again, a small decrease in both variables was observed coinciding with the postprandial dip.

![Study population mean-waveforms.\
Mean-waveforms for light exposure (Light) and environmental temperature (Env Temp) (A), wrist temperature (WT) and sleep (B), and activity and position (C). The shaded area shows the mean sleep period. All variables are expressed as mean ± SEM (n=103). The mean values (±95% Confidence Interval) for Mesor, Amplitude and Acrophase, as well as the %V as calculated by the cosinor analysis for the above-mentioned variables, are shown in D. \* indicates p\<0.001 according to the cosinor analysis.](pone.0061142.g001){#pone-0061142-g001}

The cosinor analysis of all rhythmic variables is shown in [Figure 1D](#pone-0061142-g001){ref-type="fig"}. A coincidence was detected between the acrophases of WT and sleep probability and the bathyphases (minimum value of the cosinor curve) of activity (05:01±00:19 h), body position (04:39±00:21 h) and environmental temperature (04:47±00:21 h). However, it should be noted that the light exposure bathyphase showed a slight phase advance (03:47±00:19 h) with respect to the other variables.

The influence of activity on WT was determined by two demasking procedures: intercepts and categories ([Figure 2](#pone-0061142-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Both demasked curves present a roughly similar pattern, composed of three characteristic periods: high values during the sleep period (01:00 h to 08:00 h), a secondary postprandial peak (16:00 h to 18:00 h) and low values during the wake maintenance zone (20:00 h to 22:00 h). The two demasking procedures yielded significant rhythms (p\<0.001) with no significant differences in mesor, amplitude or acrophase ([Figure 2](#pone-0061142-g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![WT pattern purified for activity.\
Demasked WT pattern, expressed as mean ± SEM after application of the purification by intercepts or categories method (correcting for the effect of activity). The shaded area shows the mean sleep period. The table below the graph shows the corresponding Mesor, Amplitude and Acrophase as well as the %V for WT, demasked by means of the purification by categories or intercepts method, (data are expressed as Mean±95% Confidence Interval). \* indicates p\<0.001 according to the cosinor analysis.](pone.0061142.g002){#pone-0061142-g002}

The category procedure was used to determine the contribution of each individual variable to WT ([Figure 3](#pone-0061142-g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![WT pattern purified for each studied masking variable.\
Demasked WT pattern, expressed as mean ± SEM, following the application of the purification by categories method according to environmental temperature level (A), light exposure (B), activity (C), position (D) and sleep status (E). The shaded area shows the mean sleep period. Note that in the case of the lowest level of activity, the same data set as for [Figure 1](#pone-0061142-g001){ref-type="fig"} has been used, although in this case, with intervals of ten minutes instead of one hour. See the [material and methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} section for more details. The values for Mesor, Amplitude and Acrophase as well as the %V of each demasked wrist temperature pattern are expressed as Mean±95% Confidence Interval, and are included in F. \* indicates p\<0.001 according to the cosinor analysis.](pone.0061142.g003){#pone-0061142-g003}

The contribution of environmental temperature to WT is shown in [Figure 3A](#pone-0061142-g003){ref-type="fig"}. Although the mesor of the WT rhythm remained unaffected, its amplitude was significantly reduced as the environmental temperature increased ([Figure 3F](#pone-0061142-g003){ref-type="fig"}, cosinor analysis), with increased wake time values and slightly decreased sleep time values. Non-significant differences in demasked WT pattern acrophases were observed among environmental temperature categories. In addition, the wake maintenance zone was present in all curves, although high environmental temperatures increased WT even in this zone.

The demasking to remove the effects of light exposure is shown in [Figure 3B](#pone-0061142-g003){ref-type="fig"}. WT shows higher values with dim light than with non-dim light, except during two short periods at noon and again in the wake maintenance zone. Non-dim light reduces both nocturnal WT and its postprandial increase and, therefore, the mesor and amplitude of the WT pattern ([Figure 3F](#pone-0061142-g003){ref-type="fig"}, cosinor analysis).

Demasking, thereby eliminating the effects of activity and body position are shown in [Figures 3C and 3D](#pone-0061142-g003){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. WT presents similar patterns despite activity level or body position (higher nighttime and lower daytime values, and the acrophase from 04:00 to 06:00 h). However, higher activity levels or positions flatten the WT pattern and reduce WT values, reducing its mesor, except in the wake maintenance zone, in which all activity and body position categories displayed similar WT values ([Figure 3F](#pone-0061142-g003){ref-type="fig"}, cosinor analysis).

Sleep demasking is shown in [Figure 3E](#pone-0061142-g003){ref-type="fig"}. In spite of the large number of subjects recruited, the WT sleep-demasked curve presents two periods with an insufficient number of sleeping subjects (from 13:40 to 14:50 h and 18:50 to 23:10 h). Sleep increases WT values regardless of the time when sleep occurs (increasing mesor values, [Figure 3F](#pone-0061142-g003){ref-type="fig"}), with the exception of around 06:00 h when sleep and wake curves rendered similar values.

[Figure 4](#pone-0061142-g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the WT patterns obtained after mathematical simulation of the "constant routine" protocol based on either categories ([Figure 4A](#pone-0061142-g004){ref-type="fig"}) or stepwise multiple regression intercepts ([Figure 4B](#pone-0061142-g004){ref-type="fig"}). The effect and the modulation by masking factors were quantified by the polynomial coefficient itself. If modulation did not occur, a constant coefficient would be obtained over the 24 h period. The constant routine by categories method yielded a WT pattern similar to that obtained by the intercepts method at 20°C and 25°C (see also the cosinor analysis at the bottom of the graph. Interestingly, environmental temperature seems to exert an effect during the activity phase, but not during the rest phase.

![WT pattern after constant routine approach.\
Demasked WT waveforms obtained using the constant routine approach (see the [material and methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} section for details), employing either purification by categories (A) or by intercepts (B); in the latter case, three different environmental temperatures (15°, 20° and 25°C) are considered. The shaded area shows the mean sleep period. Data are expressed as Mean ± SEM. The values for Mesor, Amplitude and Acrophase as well as the %V of wrist temperature demasked by the simulated constant routine are expressed as Mean±95% Confidence Interval and are included at the bottom of the graph. \* indicates p\<0.001 according to the cosinor analysis.](pone.0061142.g004){#pone-0061142-g004}

When this mathematical simulation was applied to morning and evening subgroups, acrophases were stable before and after demasking (03:49±00:15 and 04:12±00:37 for morning type, and 05:50±00:35 and 06:23±00:33 for evening type, respectively) and their corresponding phase difference was maintained between types (p\<0.05 for both raw and demasked data).

Circadian modulation of the masking effects induced by each variable is shown in [Figure 5](#pone-0061142-g005){ref-type="fig"}. The circadian pattern in light exposure masking indicates that exposure to high levels of light reduced WT from 00:00 to 12:00 h, but it had no effect from noon to midnight ([Figure 5A](#pone-0061142-g005){ref-type="fig"}). However, higher environmental temperature values failed to mask WT from 01:00 to 08:00 h, but they increased WT throughout the rest of the day ([Figure 5A](#pone-0061142-g005){ref-type="fig"}). The influence of body position was also modulated during the circadian cycle, with two main masking periods being evident around the usual times for going to bed (at midnight) and getting up in the morning ([Figure 5B](#pone-0061142-g005){ref-type="fig"}). When subjects lay down, their WT increased; on the other hand, when they got up, their WT decreased. In the case of activity, WT generally decreased, with the maximum influence exerted during the sleep period. It seemingly had no effect in the wake maintenance zone, however.

![Circadian modulation of masking variables.\
Circadian modulation of the polynomial coefficients for the different masking variables: (A) light and environmental temperature (Env Temp), (B) activity and position and (C) sleep. The independent term for WT is represented in D. The shaded area shows the mean sleep period. Note that the independent term corresponds to an environmental temperature of 0°C. All values are expressed as Mean ± SEM. See the [materials and methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} section for details.](pone.0061142.g005){#pone-0061142-g005}

Sleep is related with higher WT values throughout the day, but this increase was lower at times when the volunteers were usually sleepy (in the postprandial zone and the maximum sleepiness zone around 06:00 h, as shown in [Figure 5C](#pone-0061142-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

When all these masking influences were removed by representing the polynomial independent term (that is, the WT pattern under the specific condition where the rest of variables are zero), WT exhibited a roughly sinusoidal pattern ([Figure 5D](#pone-0061142-g005){ref-type="fig"}), with its acrophase at 04:40±00:53, amplitude of 2.91±0.66°C and mesor of 31.82±0.37°C.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Our results show that despite the existence of multiple external influences on the wrist skin temperature rhythm, it exhibits a strong endogenous component which can be uncovered by using different demasking procedures to eliminate the influence of activity, body position, light exposure, environmental temperature and sleep. Although the overall circadian pattern is similar for both the masked and unmasked WT, there are changes in individual rhythmic parameters. Amplitude was most affected by environmental conditions, while the acrophase and mesor were the most stable and robust parameters for characterizing the circadian rhythm. These results suggest that the WT rhythm may prove to be valuable and minimally-invasive means of assessing circadian phase in ambulatory conditions, once further research determines appropriately consistent and accurate correlations with other well-established marker rhythms, for example dim light melatonin onset (DLMO).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that demasking procedures have been applied to any variable other than CBT or that multiple masking factor influences (environmental temperature, light exposure, activity, sleep and body position) have been simultaneously removed by applying these mathematical techniques to a rhythmic variable.

Both demasking methods (intercepts and categories) produce similar WT mean waveforms and yield unmasked WT rhythms with characteristics similar to those of the raw WT circadian pattern reported in this paper and by others [@pone.0061142-Sarabia1], [@pone.0061142-Blazquez1], [@pone.0061142-OrtizTudela1]. Thus we can conclude that the endogenous (unmasked) WT rhythm has the same three characteristic stages of the raw WT rhythm in subjects under free-living conditions [@pone.0061142-Sarabia1] and for DST in subjects under a constant routine [@pone.0061142-Kruchi1], which are: high nocturnal values, a secondary peak in the postprandial region, and the lowest values before sleep onset (a period known as the "wake maintenance zone" [@pone.0061142-Lavie1], [@pone.0061142-Mnch1]. As previously demonstrated for CBT, the WT rhythm seems to be the result of two sets of influences: endogenous, such as autonomic balance directly controlled by the SCN [@pone.0061142-Buijs2], and exogenous, attributable to variables such as light exposure [@pone.0061142-Cajochen1], [@pone.0061142-Cajochen3], [@pone.0061142-Rger1], environmental temperature [@pone.0061142-Wakamura1], [@pone.0061142-Kondo1], activity [@pone.0061142-Reilly1] and sleep [@pone.0061142-Franken1].

Despite the fact that modern humans live most of the time in artificial environments, all masking variables recorded here exhibit daily rhythms. Light exposure presented a maximum value at midday, coinciding with a break at work, as has already been observed by other authors [@pone.0061142-MartinezNicolas1], [@pone.0061142-Goulet1]--[@pone.0061142-Savides1]. In our study, activity and body position exhibited similar patterns, with higher values during the period when the subjects were awake, a slightly postprandial decrease and lower values during the sleep period, coinciding with other reports [@pone.0061142-OrtizTudela1], [@pone.0061142-Huang1]. With regards to environmental temperature, there are no previously published data on the environmental temperature rhythm to which subjects are exposed under free-living conditions, but our data reflects that this rhythm shows colder temperatures during the night and warmer temperatures during the day, with a slight delay with respect to light pattern.

The WT rhythm displays high values when environmental temperatures are low and low values when environmental temperatures are high consistent with other evidence that WT does not respond passively to environmental temperature but rather is regulated to preserve the CBT and brain temperature rhythms [@pone.0061142-VanSomeren1].

It has been published that exposure to hot environments during sleep periods (at or above 25°C) reduces the amplitude of the CBT rhythm, as it increases nighttime CBT values [@pone.0061142-Wakamura1], [@pone.0061142-Kondo1]. Exposure to colder environments during the night (below 25°C), on the other hand, causes a more pronounced decreased in CBT during sleep [@pone.0061142-Wakamura1]. As expected, we found that environmental temperature has a strong influence on WT, but only during daytime, when higher environmental temperatures increase WT values. In addition, more robust WT rhythms are obtained under low environmental temperatures, as opposed to medium or high temperatures. Based on these considerations, exposure to moderately cold environmental temperatures may be advisable at night to allow for heat loss through peripheral skin and to contribute to CBT reduction at the beginning of the night, thus facilitating sleep onset [@pone.0061142-VanSomeren1], [@pone.0061142-Kruchi2], [@pone.0061142-Kruchi4].

Bright light during the night reduces the nocturnal increase in WT. This fact is consistent with previously published data [@pone.0061142-Rger1], [@pone.0061142-Kim1] showing a lower decrease in CBT in response to bright light exposure at night. In addition, an acute increase in light intensity decreases distal skin temperature [@pone.0061142-MartinezNicolas1], [@pone.0061142-Cajochen4]. Unlike laboratory conditions, however, ambulatory conditions do not allow for the separate analysis of exposure to diurnal light, being awake and being in a vertical position. This therefore makes multiple demasking procedures desirable.

Moderate levels of physical activity are associated with reduced WT because such activity produces heat that increases CBT [@pone.0061142-Weinert2] and with it peripheral skin vasoconstriction that decreases WT.

The orthostatic reflex is presumably the mechanism responsible for the effect of body position on WT [@pone.0061142-Blazquez1]. The vasoconstrictor reflex reduces WT while subjects are standing, and increases it when they lie down as a secondary consequence of the vasodilator reflex gated to compensate for the blood pressure increase [@pone.0061142-Blazquez1].

As some authors have demonstrated, sleep and distal skin temperature are closely related. So distal temperature, including WT, increases during sleep, only to decrease during waking hours [@pone.0061142-Sarabia1], [@pone.0061142-OrtizTudela1], [@pone.0061142-Kruchi2], [@pone.0061142-Kruchi4]. However, distal temperature can increase, although with lower values, during rest periods without sleep, probably due to relaxation or a recumbent position [@pone.0061142-Kruchi2], [@pone.0061142-Kruchi4]. However, around 06:00 h, the temperature values of subjects who are awake become similar to those observed in individuals who are asleep, which indicates that this period coincides with that described as the maximum sleepiness zone [@pone.0061142-Kruchi5].

Demasking by categories with the constant routine protocol yielded similar results to those considering multiple intercepts at 20 and 25°C, probably due to the environmental temperature range selected (from 19 to 26°C) for category approximation. All constant routine approximations show similar characteristics to those of the original WT pattern, highlighting the endogenous origin of the WT rhythm.

When the influence of each masking variable on WT is considered individually, there is the possibility that mixed confounding influences from other variables may be at work. Therefore, stepwise multiple regression methods may be of interest in order to unmask WT and other rhythms. The intercepts method has yet to be used with simultaneous multiple regression. However, this method allows us to simulate WT changes in response to environmental variables and circadian patterns of sleep-wake or rest-activity rhythms. This model has revealed the existence of a phase-dependent masking effect for each variable, specifically that: a) high environmental temperatures affect WT during the wake period, but not the sleep period, whereas high and low environmental temperatures respectively increase and decrease CBT during sleep [@pone.0061142-Wakamura1], [@pone.0061142-Kondo1]; b) bright light reduces WT from the beginning of the sleep period until noon, as it is the case for distal temperature in accordance with the findings of Kräuchi et al. [@pone.0061142-Kruchi1]; c) activity decreases WT throughout the day, except during the wake maintenance zone; d) body position modifies WT, but its effect is restricted to the usual times of the main changes in body position, such as awakening and sleep onset; and e) sleep increases WT, as previously described [@pone.0061142-Sarabia1], but its effect is the lowest around 06:00 h, the time of maximum sleepiness. Additionally, it is worth noting that variables other than those considered here could contribute to masking and thus affect the unpurified WT pattern.

Our results point to the potential value of WT rhythm in assessing differences in circadian phases in real life conditions. Despite the very homogeneous subject pool of our study, the demasking procedure revealed significant differences in phasing between two chronotype subgroups characterized by different morningness scores. Nonetheless, validation of WT ambulatory recordings to provide clinically useful circadian phase data must come from comparing results from WT to other phase marker rhythms (CBT, melatonin) while contrasting subjects suffering from a number of circadian abnormalities. For example, by studying patients with problems of depression or sleep quality and timing and by examining the responses of subjects to the disruption of the physiological nexus between internal and external times, as occurs in social jet-lag or shift work.

In conclusion, the stepwise multiple regression method allowed us to reduce the masking influence on WT of all four recorded variables by using the independent term to unmask the endogenous circadian component of the WT circadian rhythm. This rhythm has a strong endogenous component, in spite of the influence of different masking variables, each of which affects WT in a phase-dependent manner. However, further experiments will be required to determine whether WT can be established as a marker rhythm for the circadian system under a normal range of environmental and behavioral situations. A further benefit of this achievement would be the suggestion that the multiple demasking procedure used here could become a useful tool for demasking other rhythmic variables, thus providing a new more readily employed standard for circadian system assessment under normal living conditions.
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